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Passionate AC/pop music sung from the heart in a variety of styles. 11 MP3 Songs POP: New Wave,

EASY LISTENING: Mature Details: "Dianne has to make it big. There are not many singers in this

business who have the voice she has." -Paul Hoyle, Grammy award-winning independent music

producer. "You have a great voice. There is a real sophistication to the work you have presented here. I

am sure there is a big audience for this material. You are obviously a great talent." - TAXI (taxi.com), the

world's leading independent A&R company, reviewing songs from Dianne's new CD, "We Dance."

Industry professionals agree that Dianne has the vocal dynamics, power, and range that put her up there

with the best. But she is also highly regarded by these same pros for her polished style, exceptional work

ethic, and efficient recording talents. Grammy award-winning producer Paul Hoyle recognized these

qualities and signed on to co-produce Dianne's second CD, "We Dance," released in April 2005. Dianne

co-wrote three of the songs on the CD with Paul, an industry veteran who has worked with many top

artists, including Shakira, Julio Iglesias, Albita, and Jennifer Pena. Dianne also collaborated with

Nashville songwriter Doug Irving ("16 Bars") and writers in Boston to complete the song-based CD; an

eclectic mix of pop, pop/rock, dance, Latin, blues, and inspirational styles. Dianne's love of performing

has been a lifelong interest since the age of four. She began cultivating her recording skills after she was

discovered by producer/songwriter Bill Bellamy while performing in a local concert. She recorded radio

jingles and sang backup vocals for his first album. Dianne trained with various vocal coaches in

Massachusetts and New York, and she studied ballet, jazz, tap, modern, and Broadway styles of dance,

and choreography with Carl Morris, former Boston Ballet dancer Beryll Balzotti, and former New York

Rockette Beverly Brown. She also received theatre training from acclaimed actor Geronimo Sands, and

instructors Carol Kastendieck and Robert Weiner. While performing with several Boston-based pop/rock
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and dance bands, Dianne began to write and record original pieces, which were tailored around her love

for inspiring lyrics and memorable melodies. Her dance, musical theater, and band performance

experiences have helped Dianne grow into a dynamic entertainer, as well as a powerful singer and

songwriter. "Very impressed! A strong sense of your artistry here. A contemporary, current sounding, and

marketable A/C act. Keep up the great work and best of luck!" -TAXI Dianne's musical influences include

Celine Dion, Toni Braxton, Melissa Etheridge, Barbra Streisand, Whitney Houston, and Mariah Carey.

From pop, to R  B, to show tunes, to rock, Dianne's versatility, unique voice, and dynamic stage presence

enable her to move easily between genres, taking on challenging music with confidence. Adds Paul

Hoyle, "She has a voice with a range and texture that is very hard to find. Her phrasing is fresh and

honest." Dianne is currently playing in venues throughout New England, building a diverse following of

fans who appreciate her unique vocal stylings and melodic music. Demonstrating with each live concert

an extraordinary talent for performing a variety of musical styles, Dianne continues to set herself far apart

from the average singer/songwriter.
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